Literature for KOMC20, Strategic Communication: Applied Visual Communication applies from autumn semester 2019

Literature established by the board of the Department of Strategic communication on 2019-05-07 to apply from 2019-06-01


Nesmith, Michael (2016). *Why We Need Universal Design*, TEDxBoulder TED-talk, Oct, 13th, 10:28 sec. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVdPNWMGyZY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVdPNWMGyZY)

In addition, each student shall choose, on their own, literature that is adapted to the work of one's individual project for the course [100 pages]

An article compendium on taste, ethics and inclusive design is added to the reading list [maximum of 200 pages].
Total number of pages: approx. 1200.